Wine Tour to Georgia
Enjoy a true taste of famous Georgian wines on our Wine Tour to Georgia and lose yourself in the spectacular landscapes
and flavors of Georgia's picturesque wine region Kakheti. Choosing Wine Tour to Georgia, you will learn the secrets of
Georgian wine-making traveling along marvelous roads through vineyards, go down into the cellars and indulging in wine
tasting with frank locals.
Key information
Duration: 6 days / 5 nights
Best season: Round year
Tour type: Small group / individual (starting from 2 persons)
What’s included:
Transfer from/to the airport, accommodation in 3* hotels, breakfast, all transfers are performed by air-conditioned/heated
cars/buses, English-speaking guide service during all days, wine tasting, all admission fees
What’s not included:
Air tickets, visa fee, travel insurance, lunch and dinner
Itinerary in brief
Day 1 - Arrival
Day 2 - Tbilisi City Tour
Day 3 - Jvari - Svetitskhoveli - Chateau Mukhrani - Tbilisi
Day 4 - Kakheti - Aalaverdi - Nekresi - Khareba - Telavi
Day 5 - Telavi - Batonis Tsikhe - Tsinandali - Sighnaghi - Tbilisi
Day 6 - Departure

Detailed itinerary
Day 1
Arrival at the airport and transfer to the hotel.
Overnight: Hotel in Tbilisi
Day 2
We start our trip with city tour around Tbilisi to explore various layers of its history and culture. First we visit the
Museum of Fine Arts, then continue to the historical district of Metekhi to visit the Assumption Church located on the
picturesque hill. One of the most famous city's landmarks is the Bridge of Peace - steel and glass modern bridge, laid on
the river Kura. The cable car takes us to Narikala fortress to enjoy a marvelous panoramic view of the city. Tour leads us
to the sulfur baths – a complex of royal baths of XVII-XIX centuries, one of the most famous sights of the Old Town.
No trip in Tbilisi is complete without strolling around cozy Shardeni Street with cafes, boutiques and fashionable
galleries. After enjoying the beautiful waterfall in the Botanical Garden, we reach Mtatsminda Mount by the funicular
railway to have a bird’s eye view of Tbilisi.
Overnight: Hotel in Tbilisi
Meals: B
Day 3
Our today's journey is truly spectacular, as we visit the spiritual capital of the country –Mtskheta. Here we can enjoy the
amazing view of the confluence of the Aragvi and Mtkvari rivers, explore Jvari Monastery and Svetitskhoveli Cathedral the first and the main church in Georgia (XI century). Excursion to the wine company Chateau Mukhrani is one of the
must-visit venues to get a fascinating insight into the traditions and secrets of Georgian wine-making, mixed with ripping
stories about the Georgian royal family. Tour in fabulous castle and cellars, wonderful gardens and vineyards awaits us.
Overnight: Hotel in Tbilisi
Meals: B
Day 4
After breakfast we drive to the picturesque region of Kakheti trough Gombori pass enjoying fantastic views of the area.
Kakheti is the main winemaking region of Georgia, where the best and exclusive wines are made with love. Here the wine
is produced by special Kakhetian technology. We visit Alaverdi Monastery, located at the foot of the Caucasus Mountains
and founded by the Assyrian monk Joseph Alaverdeli in the VI century. Monastery is well-known for its unique wine
cellar and vessels-Qvevris and owes a millennium tradition of wine making by monks living there. Wine tasting and a
master class on baking Georgian bread shoti national sweet churchkhela await us in the famous winery Khareba.
Overnight: Hotel in Telavi
Meals: B
Day 5
The final day is dedicated to exploring Telavi - the center of Kakheti, well-known for its delightful landscapes. We visit
Tsinandali village – the patrimony of famous Georgian family Chavchavadze. The estate is known for its amazing
labyrinth planted with exotic trees in it and cellars, where the unique collection of Georgian and European wine is
preserved. Here we have a chance to taste 4 types of wine among which Tsinandali – white dry specific for this village.
The perfect end of this day is a visit to Sighnaghi. This cozy city, called also “City of Love”, is one of the scenic towns in
Kakheti region with red roofed small houses.
Overnight: Hotel in Tbilisi

Meals: B
Day 6
Transfer to the airport, departure.

Booking conditions
The contract between you and MyGeo is considered confirmed once we received your application, discuss all the details
and receive your deposit of € 50 (per person). Immediately after that, you will receive a tour voucher confirming all the
details.
Payment terms
As noted above, first you need to make a non-refundable deposit of € 50. That will provide our managers with the
opportunity to start the tour organization. The final payment can be made after your arrival in Georgia in cash or by credit
card.
Cancellation of the tour by the clients
If you or one of the group members has to cancel the tour for any reason, please let us know in written form. Please, keep
in mind that in this case, the deposit of 50 euros cannot be refunded.
Cancellation of the tour by the company itself
Our organizers start to plan the tour many months before its beginning, and from our side the tour cannot be changed or
canceled. However, due to the unforeseen circumstances such as weather conditions, we can make some adjustments to
the route. But everything else will remain unchanged.
Please, note that the minimum number of participants in our tours is 2 people. If the tour does not have the minimum
number of people, we will have to cancel the tour. In this case, we will notify you of the cancellation no later than 30 days
before your tour beginning, and will refund the full amount, including the prepayment.
Rights and obligations
In case of unavoidable force majeure circumstances, both parties are released from the obligations and responsibilities. If
during the tour you have any complaints and dissatisfaction, please immediately inform us about that. We will do our best
to solve the problem. If you do not inform us about that, then at the end of the tour, we will not provide the compensation.
We also are not responsible for anything that does a tourist in his/her free time outside of the tour program.

